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INTRODUCTION

tt fs difficult to converse with apracticing teacher about classroom

instruction without encountering statements about the lack of Tesourees,

tho availability of wonderful, new resources, or-the declaration\_that, the

classroom could be a m
.

Irvelous place if only this or that resource were,

available. Interestingly, it is not difficult to be puzzled by the meaning

of the term "resource." Asking classroom teachees to list examples.of what

they consider to be resources providel little clarification. Ra.ther, one

encounters long Lists with almost unbelievable diversity. To some,

scissors, crayons, and paste are resources; to othera, the supportive

ttitude of their principal is viewed as a resource. The list goes on. What

comes increasingly clear is that the concept of an educational resource

hhs not bgen well developed, and is thus 1-ess than helpful in understanding

liow resources are used in either classrooms or in teacher education. The

primary purposes of this paper are to explore the concept of educational.

resources, 'to investigate 'their "use both -int, elementary and secondary

Oassrooms and in teacher echication, 'an() to address some critical

quedtions concerning the better use ofesources, especially in teaCher

education.

a

Educational Resource Defined

If there is a common contemporai-y potion underlying the use df the

term educatIonal resource, it is that resources are anything that cln be

used as an educational toot, ranging from pencil and paper:through styro-

foam and tri-wall to 9omputers'and humqn beings with. unique skills.As one

can see, this-is oot a very restrictive concept, and therfore has not been

very useful..

Fot purposes 'of this paper, an educational resource will be defined as

a-reserve (non-regular) source of supply or suppert. This notion can be

thought 'of -0 comparison to the standard "tools of.the trade" that do not

constitute a reserve,lCut'rather, are taken for granted by education perJ.

sonnel in the performance of duties associated with their role.

There is probably no bettee way to test the usefulness of a concept

than to put'it to'use. The 6#1lowing'examples are intended not only .to

test the usefulness of
.

,the concept ot -rei3ource," but Et.lso"t'o offer

I
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eximplars Chat will uovide a clear,eederstanding. -In fact, eXAmplea will

be presented that transcend education in an effort to bettr understand the

notion of resource, and co provide a means for isorating the limitations
..

that might exist.

If the reader can remember the last trip that was made to ihe

physician, a mental picture of the equipment available to the physician can

be construCted. One would aonaider.all of the things regularly found ince

doctor's office a s the tools of the trade. Thus, a stethoscope,

thermometer., gauze -and bandages:, And the examining -room are standard
-

-equipment, and should not be thought of as resources. These constitute the

"black":part of a black and white distinctio'n.

The white part of fhat distinction is also quite easy to envision. For

the modern physician, a body scanner would be a resource. It is a new piece'

of medical .equipment, and is available only in the most modern 'and

sophisticated medical centers. In fact, many patients travel to the 'United

States from foreign lahds in order to have access tb this medical m'arvel..

Om"

to

The -criteria for a resource are clearly met--a body scdriner is a
enon-

regular" reserve source of supply or stipport.

There are, hOwever, grey areas as well. Most readers will have had

the-occaaion at some blime in their life to travel from theiT physician's

office to a distant laboratory in order to submit 'to a variety of labora-

tory tests. In this da'se, we havq-a professional tool that- is beyond the

sCoTe of tfie doctor's office. The 'question thenthat is raised, is whether

or not the availability of laboratory tests' for patients slIrTtd* be

clonsidered a resource or a non-re'sou'rce, i.e., a standard /tool of the

trade? To answet this question, one must focup on the fact that the labora-

tory tests al-e a "reserve",that the physician can use. They are not medical

aids that are used automatically and/or r'outinely by physicians. Thus, :in

this instance, laboratory tests would be considered A resource.

Perhaps another example can make that point more dearly. 'Ftr casual

observers are aware' of the great diversity of equipment that' can' be

installerLin aircraft 'to aid a pilot in safei operating the equipment.
. .

For exam0e, one wou4d be hard pressed to find any type of aircraft without

4
an altimeter.' For any pIlot, an altimeter is a standard piece, of equiktent.

The plane,cannotoperate without it.\ However, an on-board computer is a

rare and expensive piece Of equipment. Thus, the computer is a reaourceeto
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the pilot. The aircraft can fly without it, so it shotild not be consideried
a baseline tool. RItther, it is a reserve tKinrce of support _that can be
Used wlkon necessary or desired. Tt i important to point out that certain
aircraft (i.e., CO M mercial jetliners) have on-board co m puters as .a matter.

?of routine. They are not, ,ho wever, necessary for the operation of theI
aircra ft. Thus, (Nen for the 747 pilot, the on-board co m pu ter is a

resource.

One can now appl) the concept of a resource .to the fi.,eld of education.
For any practicing teacher, there are' certain suppor ts that are -considened
basic necessities for performing'' ate tasks associated with the job. 'Thus, a

classroo would. be .considered a basict necessity for a teacher, as would
such objects as desks, chairsf chalkboards, paper, pencils, and . so on.
Uhing the concept the w ay it 'has been presented in this paper, none of

vitchese would be considered resources. In w entie th century A merican

schobls, there are probably other ele ments that should be considered b asic

necessities. For exa plc, a school principal is a hum an being who most
would agree is necessary for the school to operate; and thus for the
teacher to b'e able to perform his/her duties. . School principals, then,
are not resources. '-'Crbildren are typically placed together -in school by

.virtue of their age, ana to a lesser degr4, their social skills and
history of prior 16 arning. Thiis, the "plan" to group students by grade

A

would not be ^a resource, bile probably a necessity.

What then should be contridered resources for A merican 'schools? The 1°6
millimeter movie projectosi and the slide projector.. are both pieces, of
equip ment that are typically available in sehOols, but Are not typically

_ necessary for a teachers, to have in order to perSor m jthe basic tasks of
teaching school. .Thus they constitute a 'reserve', and ciAd be considered
resources. People can also be resources, as long as they are not part of
thi: !most basic types of p7onne1 co m menly found in' schools. For exa mple.;
the .elc entary school counselor can be a valuable re.source to a tea'cher,
particularly teacher who has trouble understan`ding the - behavier of a

however, . the school and the classroo m could function even if the
c ounseloc. wer'e not .availabte. ...Thus, the counselor is not a nece;sary, part
of the minim al school environ ment, but rather is a human .,resource available
to both teachers and students., Even money can be a resource. Once die
basic bills ar paid that Sre nece:ssar'y to keep elve school minim alb',

1
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operational, any money that is used in any type of discretionary sense

would be considered a resource.

'Sum m dry

.Sim ply stated, anything that is not a necessity for the practicNe of

educk;tiOn at any level would be considerett a resowrce. So metimes resources

are hew, and eventually become necessities, e.g., aj new set Of basal.

readers m ay initially `be seen as. a resource, but soon beco me so integral to
.

the operation of a classroom that they are considered a tkasic tool of the
trade. At other times, a rtsôurce can be quite cgrn m only available, but

used as a "reserve sburce," e.g., a cassette . tape recorder. In the latter
instance, they do not beto me a basic necessity.

The concept of a resoyree has been presented in a simplified form in

order to point out the basic distinction between a resource and a non-

resourc e. Although probably h6lpful, this concept has distinct
a

limitations concerning its helplifiness in understanding, and more

im portantly, im'proving tti- practice'. of eddcation. The -re mlainder of this

paper will build an this concept, and work toward a m ore thorough,
. .

co m pltte and pow erfu I. understanding of educational resources.

1
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THE.CleASStFICATION OR RESOURCES

While the first part of this paper WA6 C10110(ed to develOping the

concept of an educational resouree, this section will dea,1 with the quali-

tative aspects. In oeder to perform this task, it seems logical to attempt

to iMpose a structure on different kinds of resources-in a way that will

facilitate communication.N Because of the -almost infinite number of

possible resgurcs, it is Unlikely that a highly precise and all-in610ive

-Order:can. -be-ea-tat:di-84a. kather, the most helpful approdch to deVeloping

a precise "language of resources It i* most likely the development of a

category system. The focus of this category 8ystem will be a- very general

app.roach to resources in education:
6

Print rerburces. These are educational. resources that etc
,
c,onstructed by the Pse of a printing. proce6s

Y
and consfst of tither

verbaf or visual symbols on paper. Print _resources are,

indiscriminate ih terms of length; formal, or.content. Ex4mp1es of

print, resources inctude handouts, pamphlets, books, and monographs.

Non-pri nt resources. Theseeducational resources are constructed to-

transmit either visual, verbal, or auditory symgols that are in4other

than- print form. Like print '-resburCes, non-print. ' resources are

ibdiscriminate in rms'of length, rormat, or Content. Examples

.include aUdio or videotape, film, photographs, Jind transparencies.

Electronic/mechanicai resourcA. These types of resources are those

that can be used to facilitate the use of 'or fabricate,pript or non-

print resources, or.can be used 'directly s 'a medium of'teaching anq

learning. They fire mechanical in nature, and are'typidblly referred

to as "il'ardware. Examples of mechanical resourc s' include

projectors, video equipment, tape recorders, calcuJ8t, nd'

computers.

Management resources. These resoOrces art mental c_onstructiobs that
.

may or.may hot re4uire the use of other resources, and bre designed to

improve, facilitate, 'or mak more efficient an educational endeavor.
. - .



.Examples of management re-,sources-include grouping plans, ohserva-

tional schemes, taxonomies,' and .specific teaching strategies.

Although the product of human minds, management resources are

charac terized by not being embedded within a human being.

Intact resources. This type of xesource is flexible in nature, and

consists of a variety of commodities not typically thought of as an

educational resource, but that can be used a$'a currencY of exchange

for, or medium for the improvement, faciqitation, and/or-implements-

-tion af an educational endeavor. Examples of intact resources

include time; money, and space.

llumbn resources. Proatly

resources are t hose that are embedded in the'skillni of a human being.

The skills embedded in human resources take no particular form, but
4-4\

tho..iikost complex of the educational

-this type of resource is usually accessed through 'the use of a

comsultant, a collegial relationship,.the 'exposure tO an expert, or a

vartety of other human interactions.

1
This system should -be considered a simple category system with .a

hierarchic-ar flavor. It is not a pure hierarchy because each category does
41,

not 46-sume the category(ies).that precedes it. Rather, it is a system

that has beep designed to describe educhtionpl resources in a manner-thAt

wiJI make communication dbout them easier and more prec,ise.

The Rallge of Application of Resources
.N
Although not.a pure hierarchy, the category system presented above

drs have a flow related to the variety Of applications a type of resource

may possess. This "flow" a4urs foi- the maintenance of the order i ich

they are presented. Succinctly, as one moves from print upwa d toward

human, .resobrces, the,range of applications tends to move from narrow to,

broad. Thust) -a management,.intact, or human resource appears to have a

brbader range of potential application's than does a print, non-print, or
7

ejectronic/mechaaical resource. This relationshiOetween resource and

range of aPplications is graphically prese'nted in Figure 1. For example,

although 'a book (p 'nt resource), or a film (non-print resource) *be
.---

1
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used in

'

-
.

variety 'of ways as an instructional resource, there are distinct
limitations. A book can only be read,
true. that a creative teacher can do.
or the viewing, and to. that exte nt,
,than a single possibilitY. However,

and- a film can only be viewed. - It is

m any things Sub'sequent to -the reading
the range of applications is broader
m oney (intact resource), or an art

specialist (hu m an .resource) can be used f.n an alm os't infinite nu tuber of
ways to enhance the instructional progra m in a classroo m. Thus,. the range-
of applications is much broader.

It- appears that the relationship presented in Figure 1 suggests that'
"higher level" resources, though. they m ay

educational activities, m ay also

be m ore powerful and helpful in
be m ore difficult to identify and to

understand. This prosbably occurs because anticipatal s, is. deter mined
prior to the soh citation of the rev.4.kirt;:e,_ Tbekt when the teach.er ob_tains

N the $25, he/shr m ay have. ah-e_ad. dec4ded that ,the Monily will be __.useeto-
library books.
aware of the

lt w ould, probably

availability of a

1. 'be more .the teaChe'r !e:
4 4W- '.10ALF.r,

VresoUrce, and had,: to creae

te and m ake
judg metits about diverse ways in which that resource could be used.
perhaps, speaks to the structure of schools and to the w ay resoyrces

tualizNA-- /Inc* used, an issue that will .be addressed later inconce

, Pap

Sum marv

Thus

This,

are

this

far this paper has presented a conceptualliation of an
_educational resource, and has provided a category syste m for qualitatively
understanding resources. 0 bviously; it m a ke's sense. to integrate the two
concepts, thus m aking it possible to 'talk about print resources, hu m

resources, and others. It is also possOle to talk about the basic
necessities of instructi'on that in ay be of the 'print, honprinC, or other'
vadety.

W ith this level of understanding about educational resources, it is
appropriate to selectively peruse the Literature in order to develop a

better understanding of hOw resources are used in - ele.m entary/socondary
education, as well sea tescher education.

8 . A
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THEIJSE OF RESOURE'ES 2

,I(trois.alniost i.M$P.k8's0'le to explore the pse-ot resoutAs in teache4.
.4

withouteexKorintheir use in teaChing. ,Howevv,-the use \of t
educatiOn

_

eesources'in classrooms,by,elementary and solidary,t(3achers is a topic far... _ .
. . .

i -

tdo -bmad, for tHe scoRe. A'this papor. In- order to establish We' focus- for
, .

. ., .. .. . , : -this
,

paper, it i's helpful to address.the paradigm presented ia Figure.2.
, ,

\
, . .

As /in easily he noted, the uSe of resoOres in the instruction of.

children is a primar' ral.e. 19.nettary.._and_seconda.ryeachers._ :leachers4:
also have the responsibi-My of providing resourCes to childrO'n Oat will

help them learn independently.-

The role Of the teacher educatOr, on the other hand, is to either use
,

matetikAs in working directly with teachers in trY4chr education prOgrams,

or....tO aid teahers.-ih he more .efficient use of materials deaigned for

chiPren, In recent years, probably due to.' the emerging pop. arity_of

teacher centers, teachers themselves appear to be assuming a.te het edu-
.

catipn role. EVidence of this can be found.by yisiting teacher centers and

observing teachers helping other teachers, often in the area of facilita-
,

ting a teacher ' use of new'or different materials with children.

The purpose of presenting this paradigm'is to,help establish the focus
,

. for this paper. Although a brief foray into the area f resource use-in

elementail'and secondarY classrooms will be taken, the primary focus wilt

,be on the use of resources in teacher education. This will include an in-

Jqpth look at the use of resources in preservice teacher education,

followed by an exploration of the use of resdurces in'-inservice education. 0.

SpeciAl attention.will'be paid to the role of,resources in teacher centers.
1N

Resours:es in Elementary and Secondary Education

The definition provided for resources in this paper has nbt commonly

been used ini*esearch. Thus, one must "read between .the linesq anekmake

judgments concerning the applicability of4res6a1:ch to the use of resources

in!elemeneary and scondary ediatiOn. In general, the limited 'research in

this area focuses on the use of materfals--tipically of the-print and non-
,

print variety. Thus, unless,otherwise stated, one can accept that the data

presented here do not focus,on electronic/mechanicill, management; intact,

or human resources. The data do, owever, proVide informat'ion that will
.

allow fot judgments that will he elpful in later sections of this paper..
MY.

w

4
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Yhe siaLa koed IQ provicle. p glimpse of the use.of resour6es in

elementary and secondary schools were drawn from one study and a compre-

hevive.revN f the literaChre related to materi.als us'e in clas'srooms.

The study, performed by. the Educational Products InformatiOn. Exchange

Institute (EPI.E) in 1177, was entitled."A Study of the N4ture and Quality
0,

of-the Instructional Materials Most Usdll'by Teacher 4nd Learyiers." The
- A

literature reView', performed by C. Yarger 4nd Mintz .(1977) Nps.enqiqed ,)

Lite-rature Study Relat'ed to th'e Use of Materials in (he Classroom14'

Data for thd EP1 study were gathered. betwden 1974' and 1976.

Succinctly, 29,000 teachers were contacted A.nd proVided questionnais
1

that focused on theit involvement with materials in their inatrwtional
41roles. Slightly over 12 000 responded to the survey, represent,ing 811

grade levels, K-12. A simmary of the important finding\f4om that study
/7

included--

The use of-print and non-print materials typically. consumes tlie major-
,

ity of time in K-I2 classrooms..

School districts expend approximately oisip percent ofNkheir budgjt to

punchase materials.

SliAghtly less than half'of 'the classroom teacKers'reSpORding to Ole
\

tirvey 'stated that they had little or no role in choosing the

materals that they are required to use.

Little if any training is providedto help teachers use materials

effectively.

Those teachers who are .involved in ttie nleetion of materials for

sc hool districs spend Very little time at the ta'sk.

Zeachers ardnot provided with training or other strategies that would
4

:

allow them to evaluate or select materials appropriately.

Non-print materials constitute about JJ3 of the materials ubed in

elementary and 'secondary classrooms, yet teachers-anable to

-J .
4

Identify materials other 'than 16mm films that hve recently. been

used.

Very few teacherb address the problem of the "goodness of fit" betWeen

their teaching styles, the materials that they are using, and .the

abilitigs of their students.
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.
f intereatingly, the EPTE

,

tudy did 17no f.2 ':Oti,"/ a,eher-made

ro/ourcCs--a raison d'etre for t e nwly-eiirgl g tpacther peOter movement:

ther, the study focused on !IQ' use of ban 1 il'Ild supplementary texts,

. /films, 4es, transparencies, d4tos,i and p ';'.' 'such kint and non-.printi

I

1.

/ q
. l -. .

/ materiat6. ',in fact, altyllot.0 1.11q4 i's--no y_ to be sure, one gets the

I
. r

t. . .
.

. . /
f6stinct impression that educationzil resea thers have a very constrictied

. /-
/ view of resouracs.-
/ 4-

. I.
a i

/ Regardless, certain impressions are ery important in the consider-
/

.

I.

r'..'

.07

ation-of.enhancing theuse-of-resources-in classrooms.- -Fira.t) one ,geta:-thei--

impression that if ail resources were st ipped,from teachers; they t'4ould

have tittle knowledge .about how to. int !ract th.th their students; i.e.,

4.things" are Used by teachers the va majority .of the time in their,

instruction of children. Sdcond, and tl 1,s does eitend beyond the informa-4

tion provided, there is a vague impres ion that teachers are not terribly

selective or critical of the materials that are available for them tlk use.

.When one considers the face that man elementary teachers must work,with

smalk groups of children while "irvs lving" the bulK of the class, that

iMpression-is not surprisihg. /

i

.

Thus, two implica'tions fort tiw enhanced us of resources in
1 . ...

-elementary and secondary cl'assroon ;cern clear. First, there is a distinct

need to conceptualize and better n erstand the hature,of resources, their4

-tntended use with chi4dren, and heir efficaq. This heed is cinder core

when one considers-the depehdencii of teachers on a variety of commotities

to aid .them in their instruction/11 tasks. second, teacher appear to need
I

help in learning howto use resqurces that may be available. o them. The

knowledge that teachers are delpendentIon resoUrces, and tha the need

xists for training programs tq help them evaluate and use learning aid;
2

.

appropriately, certainly unders ores the need for a more thorough approaCh

to understanding and pxomoting the use of resources in classrooms.
. .

.

re"

The C. Yarger's and 'Mintz study took a different approach. They

identified and analyzed 26 different studies that in one way or another

-

dealt with Oe use of resOirces Materials) in elementary and

sec9ndary classrOoms.. Again, the studies reviewed by C. YargeT and Mintz

focused on print and.non-prinCresources.

The studies were categorized into four different areas, including the

materials used in the classroom, the influence of materials on



/ , tinatructidnhl content, the influence of mpterials on .teacners' decisions
, .

about .inaltruction, and how matorials influence stud74 learning. These

/ '. t.0

I
/ ', .

felparch,rslarrived at several., interesting concVisiods 4 and tranalatedI

those)60. clusinns into implications that ca b. be u4.fut fior..future research..

,
. ... :

.

.1 joy.' program deVejo-pment. Among the most 1,14ortant of 'their findings.
./' .

wore-- \ //

Evan though the selection of-materials i/or classroom use is crucia1, it
/

has neither been a topic of 'serious iiiquii-y, nor has if) been a problem
. .

2
.

_that- ilas, been squarely .addresOd by the educational community,

especially teachers. This is articularly-important. when one con:-

siders that teathers- and chi ren devote the bulk of their time to
' working with materials; ,anc when one considers the mu ltitude bf

mnterials.that are pniabe for use.

Wthin the r?sourcks co inuum, they discovered that not o y do

teachers rel heavily odrthe use of printed materials, but that'these

materiaLs tqld to influence in very importanl ways the instructional

conteqt of tie classroom.

.There appear to he teacher perot'iality and/or cognitive variables

suggt:sting that teachers instruct differently with the same4

material, and tha't they select and use supplemental materiipls

dijferentlir.

In a. less Aan direct way, it appears that materials may Well hae an

effect onIstudent achievement.'

Finally, b _rnearly any' dimension, there is a.pauc,ity of and need for

teacher t aining in not only the selection and evaluation of

mdterials, but also in the variety of alternatives in the way that

they are used.

A
C. Y.arger and Mintz,.consistent with the EPIE study, underscore the

.impoetance of resources in (the classroom (mostly print,materials), the

pervasiveness of their use, and the lack of training for teachers to deal

with materials in an efficient way. Additionally, their analysis

highlightS, the tremendous Variety of resources that are available for
teaChers tc;, use. "Although these two.atudies did not deal directly with

resources as'defined in this paper, the implications that can be drawn from
'A

them would be equally or more important for anyone attempting to enhance

2
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,

. ''Atheinsq' 0:fl rescluree's in elepientary and-secondary classrooms. . It would ie
/. ,

ro say that sesources are available, but *at more Are\ / c.

needed.

' ,Fikrcher, it is 8,afe to-assume_thot Once resources are available they will
. / ^

be tined, and% finally, that_ A grl/at deal, of training Reeds to occur in

order f,:lr ainteriats to be sel-eLted, evaluated, constructed, inCi used
, ) /

:appropriately.
.

.

,
.-

,

Fina ildy, one mportant point. needs ,to, be made. he- faet that 'the
i

Cited research .focudes on print and non-print resources does not mean that

other resoOrces ate not available and used in classrooms. Rather, it%means
4. . ,

that electronic/meclianical, managementp_intact, and human resource:3 as

/4

auchk have TYOt beeh the target of seridlua study. For example, in the'

domain of electronicYmechanical resources, there are closets full of

machines- as c'ommon as tape recorders ilnd as sophisticated as Language

Masters. "Teacne°r-proof" curricgla ore and have been available for many

years. F1'exible scheduling, open space schools, and team teaching have

been used in a variety o( situations. Finally, human resources such as

teather-aides have been and are currently available to teachers.

Context for Exploring_ the USQ of Resources in Teachen:Education

Teacher education is a multi-faceted if not many-splendored ,endeavor.

Broadly speaking, the field is thought of in terms of- either.preservice or

inservice teacher education. Preservice teacher education is defined-as

that period or'training prior to the procurement of the initial .teaching

certificate or license, Typically,.this takes place within the'context of

an undergraduate degree pregram.

Inservice education is somewhat more difficult to understand, and has
/ .

profited or suffered from any different definitions. This'writer prefers
-,

to take a rather broad perspective,,leaning on Has(alo offers the follow-

ing short definition: "Broadly conceived, inservice education includes
M

all activities engaged. in
f
by- the professional personnel:during their

service and designed!P[o contribute ,Co improvement on the jab" (1957, p.

13). Although at fist rJading this definition appears to be very broad,

it does nonetheles/ 3 provide sow useful cpnstraints. It includes all
'

categories of professional, personnel, but only tmtraces those who are

actively employed Likewise, all types of inservice activity are covered,

but only if theyiare intended to "coptribUte to improvement on the joh."
,

,

4.
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Within the broad parameters of inscrvice education; One can consider

teacher centers. Teacher centers lhave 'variously been thought .of as :a

dekivery mechanism, a concept, a place, an ideology4 and probably other

things as well: For purposes of this paper, teacher centers will be

considered'a rather speci-alized subset of inservice,education,.generally

focusing on clas'sroom teachers, and providing programs thilt Are directly

lihked to the improvement oe classroom prPctice. Teacher centel-s have b

defined as "...a place, in situ, or a changing locStion, which dev ops

programs direc'ted at the improvement of classroom instruction in whi

participating per.sonnel have,an opportunity to share successes,-to utilize

a wide range of educational r,esources, an.d to receive training

speciticialy related to .their' most pressing instructi(onal problems"

(Schmieder and 'larger, 1974, p.- 6.). Throughout the remainder of thiV
,

. /paper, teacher centers will be dealt, with as a part of inservice educatiod.

Where appropriate, special rotes and cha-acteristics associated ySith
1

teachercenters will be specified.

The next two sections of this papeC (resources in preserv/(Ce and

nservice ,education) .wil1 be based primarily on information /from four
/

sources, though bits and pieces will be taken from other sourcts.as well.

First, data taken from a national . dy.of preservice e'duca/tion.(Joyee,

Varger,., Rowey, Rarbeck, and Kluwi , A977) will be used, followed by data

from a comprehensiNie survey of insermice education (Yergert Howey,- and

Joyce, 1980). Additionally, information wiil be used that was gathered in

p field tese in preparation for an ongoing research 'project that now exists'

with the federally funded Teachpr Centers PrograM (Yarger and Mertens,

1979). Finally, information that resulted from a content analysis of over

400 proposals submitted for the first competition for teacher.centers will

be used (Verger and Mertens, 1980). Although none of these Studies focused

exclusively, or qyln primarily, .on the use of resources in .teacher

education, in each instance Ante about resoUrces'were gathered. Thus,

although learning'about the .state of the scene of resources in teacher

education will.be date.based, it will also 'be necessary to reflect on these

data, ajid go beyond the information given.

The framework for looking at the use of resoUrces in preservice and

inservice teacher education will focus tml an attempt to understand the

perspective of Ole field; i.e., the manner and level of importance in which

15
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resources re" viewekl. This bp followed' by an ai*Ptainent ofl the

availability of resources, and finally with an estimate of how frequently
.

resources are used. Subsequently, an analysis will be made ol; all of the

infr,rmation presented in thts paper,sand implications for future program

development will be highlighted.

A4

,Re.sour4s in Preservice Teaq.er Education

.It is important and., necessary.t9 fora'Sr. into the world of the use of

resources in..preservice.education,. bocauseitis theprogranr- graduates in

this area that, in fact, become candidates for inservice teacher

education. Thus, one can expece.that the common history
N

)
students influences the range Of expectations, and the range

eservice

f resdurces

that they are e4ose1 to and have expertise in using.. This ib particularly-

the case wheil one ,considers that recent research has demonstrated that

preservice teacber education programs tend to be standardized throughout

the country (Yarger and Joyce, 1977). Additionally, an increasing number

of programs are being developed where preservice teachers and inservice

teachers receive the same training. Thiswould. certainly be the case in

teacher education programs designed tb 4ritance the use'of resources in

classroomsi%as this is not likely to be. part of the standardized preservice

teacher training curriculum. :Thus, as the twig is bent, so grows the tree.

An understanding of the perspective toward, availability, and use of
resources in preservice teacher education wilt lead.to a better, under

standing of the inservice domain.

Pprspective. It is difficult to discern a perspective among pre--

service teAcher,educators concerning the use of and training for the use of

i.esources in thelr programs.. 'Probably, the best sburee of "avant garde

thought would c me from a perusal of the literature on competency based

teacher education (CBTE). This is the case because of the supposetilly-high*

demands on neW resources in orderto develop and impjement these progrAms.

CI:early, the language of CBTE is Ear more pervasive than is the

imp,lementation, at least that level of implementation which requires the

nse of resources. Most of the teacher educators surveyed in thetudy
spoke of their inyolvement t one level or another in the development and

implementation Of CBTE 'programs, yet when queried concerning how these

programOlwere implemented, it became apparent that it was old wine in new

,7
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Aft

linguistic bottles iqce et al., 1977,.p 138-147). IC would'appear that
ft.

,

tlachereducatorshaveldarnedtotalktheug;guageófcwIT,butthey have

Snot learned how to play the.game in terms. of program developmentand
r.

implementation. Competency based teaoher education 'Airports to demand

Such innovations as student tracking systems, individualized instructiongl
r,

-modules, flexible use of time, and ipereaaedsuse, of mechanicat.resources.

The rhetoric in model program desc'Ntptions s replete with' Vhese

talismans. This type of preservice,pro should, in fact, place heavy

-almand.s-on the-tie of-all -types of-resouices,-particularly-those of thr

electronic/thechanical, management, and intact vat'iety. But, according to

profe-dsors-whO teach -in such programs, the most common mode'of operation

has bee the development of print, and in a few.cases,_non-pi'int repources.
4

In fact, one gets the distincit impreSsion that teaclier educators perhaps

have been forced to talk the language of a CBTE, but'never really wanted to

play the game.

This poirfrhas perhaps been made more.understandable by An analysis of

preservice teacher-education that pinpointed its -extreme' labor intensive-

ness (Yarger and Joyce, 197-7). Preservice teacher educators seem to exude

an aura of 10helping," and thus focus heavily on the i terpersonal contacts
t - .

they have with .their students. 'Although i-this does not preclude a

progressive perspective towared the development', use, and training'in the

area of resources-, it certainly does not,augur well fof their. inclusion.

-Thus, one would probably ,select the term "limited;" or even "primitive," to

describe the perspective held by preaervite teacher educators toward the

use of a full spectrum of resources in their,program.

NVailability. If, in'fact, the assessment presented above concerning
.

the perspeetive -of preservice teacher educatops toward resobrces is

aoturate, one would not expect to find an abundance of resources available

in preservice programs. Although-the data are Tracticialy nil, there is

little to suggest that such an analysis is, in fact, incorrect. As will be

seen in the'next section of,this paper, the data that do exist on the use of

resources are fair'ly consistent with the best estimate of the availabiliey

of resources. In fact, conversations with teache? educators leads one to

believe m!t those resource.s that are used are obtained hrough personal

and individual effort, rather than being available by virtue of the

program.

17
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If one looks slosely !it the content of preserviee training programs,,
it becomes ar;p4rent that Little rf any training,is'Provided ooncerni g the
development,: selection' or use of rSdourcek., There may or may not be a,

_.
.

coursd. in the use of 'audiovjsual equipment.1 Occasionally. one finds a.

limited rgsourc'e center where preservice stydents Cali gcyl utilize such
equiPment as primary typewriters, ditto machines, photo copiers, and in
some cases laminating maGhines. Beyond that; theKe is littlejo observe
that leads one to believe that 'the availabilir of a 'wide range of
resources is. evident. _Again, it-should-be

stressed-that-when-resou-rteS- are'
uaed.,' they are likely being used because the inclividual- teache,r educator""
has put forth the effort necessary to obtain them.

Use of resources. As one might expect from the preceding paragraphs,
the use of resources in preservice teacher education can be characterized
as "unextensive." In queries of both preservice teacher educators and
preservice teacher education students (Joyce et al., 1977, p. 614ic became
clear that the resources that are used tend to be of the print an& non-
print varieties, with some use of simple management resources (taxonomps
of objectives,' observational schemes), and a few electronic/mechanicar
resources (e.g., aUdio and videotape equipment). There is 'some' fugitive

evidence that teacher educators do create some of their own print resources
(e.g.; dittos), and, on some occasions, management resourcex,transmitted

K.,

via,print (e.g.,,exercise'A,observational schemes).* The foci, -however, of
thc.preservice teacher education program tends to Jbe a combination of

rather standardized class attendance, individual consultation, and class-
room- observ'ation.

When both studesnts and teacher educators were queried concerning
mediue for' communication in the evaluation of student teaching, the
results wekre not surprising. .Clearly, the standard C.urrency of-exchange
for the evoluaticin of itudent teaching is the time-honored observation

40 (Joyce et al., 1977, p. 10). Although this experience is ripe for the use, .

.
.of a Variety of resources, one finds .little to suggest the use of,either

* Fugitive. Evidence in this case refers to flyers, advertisements and
brodhures circulated by A variety of preservice teacher education
programs.
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e
eleCtronic/mgchanicat,-management,4r rntact resou rces. Rather, the mode

a 'probably for the'supervisor to oKserve the spreservic teacher in'an

instructOnal setting, and to.participate in a cohference afterwards..

Occasionally, observational'insurumehts will be used in order -to provide

mo're accurate..feedback.. Nis,' however, tends not to be the norm. Finally,

preservie,students report that theyoliequently use resource4,in order to

prepare themselves rind to prepare materials for their student teaching

assignment (Joyce et al., 1977., T. 56). Mowever, this tends to happpen

uerendipitoualy, nI iisual.ly ts ot rai of --thepreservice training-

program. In fact, where this does occur, it'usually can be more closely

related to the ambiance of the participating school cit. to the clas-sroom

teacher, than to ani programmatic aspect of their training.

Summary. it appears- that- instructional resourceg are not integral

dspects of pres.crvice teacher education.. The perspective in the field

tends to be limited, the:availability constraIned and the use IIunexten-
.

aive.'. anther, teacher educators appear to have a perspective toward their

ta Sk tha t requi re s a grea t deal of interpersonal communica t ion and

personal involvement. , Thus, preservice teacher education can be

charactetited as labor intensive,,partiCularly when thought of in relation
.,

to a charac'terization of resource intOnsive.' Even in the domain of

competency based- teacher education, an.endeavor that offers fruitful

grounds for.the use of resources, preservice teacher education appears to

be much mor e involved with the language than with the practice. Finally,

those familiar with the,field of preservice teacher education will usually

state quite clearly' Chat there is a natural (and in some cases they wilt

state legitimate) resistance to the use of resources in their endeavor.

Rather, they tend to view their students as neophytes in need of a great

deal of inter0ersoRal contact and support. Further, these teacher

educatOrs tend to vieW the use of resources as inhibiting to this perceived

need for interpersonal contact and sUpport. Perhaps the day will come when

pne-service teacher educators can view resources,as commodifies that will

free them ,for more focused indkvidual help, bu'i.

arrived.

that 6ay has not,./yet



a/

The Use.of Resources in Insei-vice ieacher alucation..........._
-..

In- general, there,are more,data available concerning the oSe of-
resources in inservice eduCation. Additionally, 'as a matter of general'N

,

theme, one gets the distinct impression that inservice teacher education
!.' .is more.advanaed in its .recognition of, training for, and_use,of resources.

One is not sled to believe that
fs

the integration of reSources into the
.-.

.insrvice endeavor is spectacular, only Chat there appears to , be morev

sensitivity to and awereness of the importance of resources in the training. .

_. _.. _____ __ _____.._ ._ ___ ___. _..._____._._ _._
of-experiene6d-profeSsionals. Clearly, there is a great deal of room for

creativ.ity and ,improvement.'

In this section, teacher centers will be 4nsidered a part of

inservice'teachoor education, except where it makes. sense .to treat .them

individually. ;Remember, teacher centers 'can best be thought of as a label
which denotes inc aspect of inservice teache edicat) n. Although fuzzy at
best, the not on of.a teacher center does bring to the fore certain images
that will wa r nt specification as perspective, availability, Lnd use of
resources a explored.

Pers)e tive There can be no doubt that both teactirrs and teacher
educators iw resourtes as important in inservice activities (Yarger and
Mertens, 9 1980). This is particularly the case within teacher4

centers, iat is less than clear, however, is whether or not resources dre
v.iewed n integral part of program- development in inservice education.
Rather, one suspects that teachers and teacher educators alike .want

resources available to them, particul'arly in teacher centers, but for the
most part view them as commodities to be used primarily with children
rather than with adults. Thus, if one views nservice educationnas the
provision of resources for teachers to plan and develop programs for
children, .then resources are probably quite yell integrated. If, however,
one views the forffier as materials provision for instruction, and.views
inservice as a distinct and separate endeavor where programs are planned

for teachers, then the perspective concerning resources is murky.

In order to better understand how resources are viewed in teacher

centers, one Can turn to ,the analysis of A07 teacher genter proposals.
Over half of the proposals claim that development of materials and

curriculum development (both of whjch need re.sources) were' cen'tTal to
'their programs. In fact, in listing their purposes, materials and
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vurricufgm developmept raaed second and. fifth, respectively, .out

eleven possible opfions (Yarger and Mertens, In Press-1980). The
A

preposals were, however, not at all precise in specifying how the training

would occur where these resouTces were to be used.

Interestingly, these same proposals' specified quite frequently some

creative ideas concerning the use of intareSource4. T ti ere were many

idea's concerning the use of space that transcend what one norlally finds.in

schools. Additionally, raptly of the proposals specified creative use o4 in-
-

school .,me for-professidnal-developmentnctivitiea:.---
,-

When the budgets of these pioposals'were analyzed, the importance,of

Trint, nonl-printi and electronic/mechanical resources.was evident (Yarger.
-

.and ,rtens, In Press-1980). The budgets were replete with long lists of

a variety of difeeren kinds of reSources.. In some cases, in fsct, the

acquisition of resour es constituted a major portion of the budget.

/
.

Tracing these- ruests backward into. .the 'proposal, however, a very

different picture emerged. In -few instances was, there any,-information

concerning .how resources were to be used ita professional envelopment

programming. Thus, one gets the impression that those working in eather

centers are sensitive to the need for resources, but leSs than thoughteq
P

about how they can be used to-best advantage in teacher training programs.:

In 'fact, one suspects' that many of the resources thaX are listed are for

use with children in classrooms rather than for use with teachers. in

irTservice programt;. Regardless,

for matf ching materials-with te

ere were many,suggestions of services

hers, for advisories to help teachers

develop materials, for use of video and audic) tape equipment, for mini

designed to he4.CeaChers devielop material:S., and for a variety of

other deas as well. Clearly,,if nothing more, the importance of resources

has beenreinized.

Data from the ingerOce study (Yarger et al., In Press--1980) are both

more limited and more vague on this topic. The use of resources in

inservice education was not- a pridlt area of inquiry, thus one must,

interpret to obtain an impression. The impression obtained uggests that

inservice teachers in general view*te actiVity to be much mor related to

the solving of pressing instructional problems, and focus to a great extent
,

on' having access to an expert consultant in the classroom (typically
,

thought of as being Another teather). The extent to which the use of

21
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resources ,could be helpful in solving instructional problems is the likelY

extent to which they would be used.. There is'little in these data,to

teachers. view 1,earning. about" resources, leart-ling

how to evaluate resources, or learning how to use reaciurces in the-class-

-room, as titi3re'ssing issue inl'itself. Thus, it would'appeTli that the use of

resourcbs- is viewed as secondary to.7the prinnary.problems of the imprOvement

of instruc'tion.
;

In t-.

fernm of an oyerall,perspectiye, the best t...at can be said is that

there appears. to be:Ha.vague reeognitiom -of-016--needlor -resourcesin
inservice educbtion,. but little qnderstanding' of how, to go about

selecting, evaluatins; and using resources appropriatgly dS a training

device. This probably suggests 0 readiness on the part,of those involved
, -

,in inservice education to more seriously consider the problem of resource

utilization, and, in fact, teacher centers may -be 'initiating a movement to

fill this void. However, in order to do -so,- it appears likel '-ehat the

shggest that inservice

problem wilkohave to be enCOqntered from a "practical ilse4.point.of

or fall oR deaf ehrs. In other words, if one wants.to enhance the

thinking about and usc -of resoerces inservice edueation, one must

address the problem from the po'int of view of the classroom teacher and the

needs expressed by that teacher.
c

.

1 Availability of resources. Historically', most have thought of

inservice education as classes convened either on a college campus, or at

some site in a school ,district. Rarely has anyone thought of phyr,sical

-space designed exclusively for the facilitation of, .inservice activities.
. .

P(''
Teacher ce6ters personnel appear to ave changed their way of thinking

about this topic, viewing space as a important fesource to be used. Inr-
fact, in well over half of the prop/3 11 -that were analyzed, a separate

,

space' was claimed for the program (Yatgek and Mertens, '1980). TypicOly,
the space was to be qevoted for use as a professional and/A curticulum

library, a materials or curriculum deVelopment center,,or, as an equipment

center. Occasionally,-it was proposed that sueti crehtiye.technblogies as

computers be used in these sites.

In operation, many. teacher 'centers, and otherckinservice programs as'
well, demons,trate, the use of electronic/mechanical resources in the

inservice activity. 'The most frequently used electAonic/mechanical

resources consisted of laminators, photo. copiers, ,ditto machines, and

22
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typewritees (Yarger "and Mertens, 1979, p.. 81). Interestingly, many of \ :,4.

these eleetUonic/mechanical resources were not acquired through a.typical:. .,:.

requisition via institutionhl budget, but rather were acquired in ad hog.

and informal ways. This is a result of the fact that little money (another

resource) is typically available for inservice programs.

The resources described in the preceding paragraphs are usually seen,

as free.floating in nhture, available for teachers and teacher eaucators to.

use for whatever purpost they .determine. There is little evidence to

ugggst: chat the,,use-of: resources -is -planned inthe -developMent-of -more

traditional i-nservice activities (i.e., courses, workshops, seminars). An

inberesting phenomenon is occurring where traditional delivery mechanisms

fer inservice are seen as discrete 'from resource abundant environments

where teachers and teacher educators are- free to select, choose, and,
utilize cemodities in a variety of 'undetermined ways- Probably- the most

common resources for traditional activities are print and non-print

mverials*consisting of books4 dittoed Wandouts, and films.

,Teacher centers appear to be-sensitive to the need for utilizing human

"'resources as well. In the study of eight teacher centerg conducted in the

spring of,1979, financial support wns devoted to securing human resources,

usually as'part of a matching teacher with resource program, -as a lead'er in

materials development activities, or as a more generaliied copsultant

(Yarger and Mertens, - 197"9, p. 75). In some cases, however, the
-If

expertness" of the human resource is unclear. In fact, in some cas,es, the

services provided by the resource may be such mundane things as the

delivery* materials to classrooms. In this case, one wiQuldsuspect that

some ty-pe of basic professional need is being served by the human resource,

rathet1 than asing the resburce to provide for teachers new and unique

experiences that have previously been unavailable.
9

Following the theme that teacher centers appear to rely heavily-on

variable -resources., the data show that money itself i .a commonly used

resource (Yarger and.Mertens, 1979, p: 83). Typic-ally, througlechanisms

such as mini'grant awards;' teachers are given spall amountsof money (e.ng.,

$50 to $100);; for use in_their own professional developtent program. It

often iS AOt clear-how these moniec..are used, but one suspects that at

least on some atcasions. they are useck to buy cbommercial materiils-for use

with children in schools. Again, the,apecter of whether- or not the
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resources are actually part of an inservice educiition or start' development

program i.s raised.

The- sensitivity to the need for resources was underscored in the

larger study of inservice bducation. Approximately half orthe responding

teachers made it a point to specify that they were required to pay for many

of the materials used in their inservice activities (Yarger et at., In

Press--1980),. Conversations With teachers suggest that these materials

Qpicslly were of the print variety, thoughuin some cases they were raw

materials to be used in learning about,materials and curriculum develop

(ment, Regardless, the data do suggest an awareness of and desire for a

variety of different types of reSources in inservice activities.

Interestingly, it is unclear whether the impetus for this awareness comes

from the clients of the inservice activities, or from Chose charged with

thc responsibility for developing programs. It is suspected thatet e vague

interest in and desire for assoCiation wit4,0 variety of resour comes

from the teachers themselves. This would suggest the need for tra:inijig for

inservice program developers in an effort to allow them to be_ mori expert

in theirthinking about the une of resources.in their pro fessio

illt would appear that tea'cher cerfters may be forging some new ground in

the usat5of resources in teacher education. This appears to be particularly

the case in the use Of human and intact-resources Such /14 space, time, and

money. Within the larger demain of inservice education, it',appears that

print 'and nonprint re:lArces are-most prevalent, though there is some

suggestion that the clients of inservi e education desire more interaction

with a variety of resources. The cle Y'Suspicion that emerges from an

analysis of these data is that although more resomrces may be available now

Y'4 than has historically been the c-asd, the availabiPity still is quite

. A great deal of the data concerning the availability of resources

11. comes from n small study of federally funded projects." There can be no
;

oubt that the availability of.' federal funding has led to the increased
,

.,Availability of resourCes in these cases. Clearly,it is evident that the

,.-.tYpiCal" teacher in the classroom does hot have access tO many resources,

..4tbough one suspects that if they were available, they would be well

-7'c
,

441,144.;:

,

'ved.

use of resources. If a growing perspective and an emerging

ilability of resources exist, theft One would as§ume that resources are
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being'esed in inservice teacher educatio0, An actuality; it is _Wficult
to knbw. The data-are limited, as this is .nbt a topic that is normally

investigated in studies.- There is no paucity of speculative'perceptions,

but data-bound answers are timited-indeed. Nonetheless, some information
is available.

In teachee center activities documented during the fiejd test in the

spring of 1979, slightly leAs than 15 percent of the parti6ipant hours.

-
areas that are directly related to the use of

generated were in content

urces, materials developmentequipment use, curriculum develop-.

,Aent (Yarger and Mertens, 1979, p. 66). These data do no; allow one to

understand whether the materials were a medium of instruction orla product

to be constructed. However, another analysis of some related data suggests

that aboet an equal percentage of the participant hours appeared to use

resources in some discernible sense as aAntliod of instructing teachers

(Yarger and Mertens, 1979, p. 67). This typically consieted of the use of)
management resources such as observational schemes, and-the use of both %
common and more exotic electronic/mechanical resoyrces ranging from pro-
jectors to computers.

Fhe'n teachers in the inservice study were queried concerning their

exposure to innovation in ins_ ice education, they reported .a very

limited exposure (Yarger et , .1 Press--1980). If one assumes that
there is a relationship between exposure to innovation in inservice

programs and the use of resources, then one would suspect a rather limited

exPosure to resources. Furthermore, if the use of resourees is in any way
related to the introduction of innovation, in schooling and.in. inservisce

education, then thig.se data would suggest that inservice education

maintains a rather "status quo" approach.

The teachers ih the inservice study also overwhelmingly reported that

they use such resources as villb equipment less than onee per year to
analyze their teaching (Yarger et al., In Press-1980). Although one

cannot generalize from this particular bit of information, it clearly is an

example of non-utilization of a well kaown and not too inaCcessible
resource. In fact, one might suspect that eqt. t such as video cameras

and recorders is far more available than its usage would indicate.. This, f
of course, sulggests a need for-training in the use of resources, a need

which haservaded all ainallysjs to this poidt.
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The data examined thus far have focused on resouTtes other than those

of the print and non-print variety. SuffiCe it to note\ that there

certainly i use of these resources in inserVice ptograms. HoWever, in

every sense, the use of i7esources npunrs to be limited. In fact, there is

litt4e to suggest the pervasiVe use of resources, except perhaps in the

domain of preparing materials for children. Teacher c:enterti, however,

seem to be emerging as a more'resource oriented activity, particularly in

the area of intact, electronic/medhanical, and human resoutces.

One certainly can develop the impression that there is a 'great deal of

confusion in whether inservice resourees are to be used for programming for

'Dracticing professi,onals, or whether it is legitimate to use them in

instruetibnal'activities with children and still consider the use of these

materials as a staff devetopMent tool. More researchls needdd in order to

sort out the use of resources in'inservice programs, and to develop concep-

tualizations of the use of.tnese. materials that will allow educators to

communicate more,cleacly.,--

Summary

It appears that there is a basic and minimal use of resources in

410 ,nservice education, with more creative innovative us.es emerging in the

teacher centers, at least at a simple level. This can probably best be

viewed as an inroad f.or program developers who wish to enhance the use of

resources. Obviously, there is much to be done in the training of teacher-

trainers for the concept -of resource utilization to be integrated into

program planning and implementation.

Of those reiurces that do appear to be used, intact resources and, to

some extent, human resources appear to .be most prevalent. There is Little

evidence of management and electronic/mechanical resources being used, and

the entire area of non-print resources needs further study before any type

of reasoned ,estimate can be made.

Clearly, the best estimate of the Use of resources in teacher i

,..

education is one of a conservative, though perhaps emerging,. recognition
-.-

of the importance of resources. One would assume that those resources with

4
the broadest range of usage would, in fact, be used most revalently (i.e.,

electt'evi1c/meehanica1, management, intact, and huma resources). That

i

appears not to be the case. ,In fact, the opposite apppars to be the norm--
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print and non-print materials Are much more pervasive in their

availability And use in teacher education. One, then, must raise the

question of why this is thet case. Why are those resources that have a

broader range of applications used so much less- frequently than those with

a narrow range? That question will be explored in the next section of. this

Paper-
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Tat STATUS OF ,RESOURCES--AN ANALYSIS

Thus far, the purpose of this paper has been to develop the concept of

an educational resource as a "reserve (non-regular) source of su'pply or

support." This notion was presented in contrast to.educational supports

that could be defined as "tools of the trade"--baseline requisites for the

existence of educational programs. ubsequently, a simple category system

for resources was presented, s_ugg ating_that,resources_could_be-viewed in

one of the six following areas: print, non-print, electronic4mechanical,

management, intact, or human. The intent of thecategory system is to

allow for pore Precise communication and,analysis concerning the status of

resources in the field. Finally, the concept of the range of applications

of resources was presented suggesting that lower order.print and non-

print resources were used much more extensively than were management,

intact, and human resources, even though the latter varieties had a much

w'rider range o2f potential application.

An'examination was made of the perspective toward, availability, and

use of resources in elementary and secondary, and preservice and inservice

teacher education. Succinctly, in all areas, the notion.of the use of

resources seems quite unconceptualized. People don't think in terms of

assessing resources and fitting them into instructional needs. Rather,

professionals tend to bypass that step and focus on searching for direct

solutions to instructional problems. Thus, although resources are used,

they'are probably not used as efficiently as they mighl: be, and' their use

often tends to occur serendipitously. In some areas of inservice teacher

education, that perspective may be harsh, as more recognition of the

importance of resources appears to be emerging, especially in the

fletgling feacher center Movement.

Although one could easily .determine that the availability of

reSources in,education is quite limited, an equally strong argument could

be made that there are more resources available than are appropriately

used. Regardless, there are clearly more print resources available than

tany other singO type, though non-print resources are not lacking.

Certainly, some management resources are used, but one suspects that
4

nearly all.of them are transmitted via print. In most areas of education,
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there is an impre-ssion that more electronic/mechanical resourcea ItUe

available than are us Finally, there is little to indicate that

educatórs at any level have conceptualized the notions of intact and human

resources sufficiently to expect them to be intelligently used, except on

an ad hoc basis.

Within the perspective of this paper, one would have to take the

position that the use of resources in education is, indeed, quite limited.

In elementary and secondary schools:, print resources predominate, with

non-print resources being used to some degree. Although management and

electronic/mechanical resources are \clearly available, little data

concerning their use could be found. Preservice teacher education -al-so

limits itself to the-use of print, non-print, and some print-transmitted

management resources. Electronic/mechanical resources Appear to be

significantly under-used, with little ot no regard given to either intact

or human resources, except .in a secondary manner, and then only

odcasionally. Within the inservice domain, particularly in teacher

centers, an emerging recognition of the importance of resources is

evident. Although there may be little soPhistication.associated with this

recognition, it does present a)toehold for those interested'in the develop-

ment of resources in education.

All in all, it appears (yhat education at all -l4e1s is a labor-

intensive activity. tnterpersonal contact between student and te76er

probably constitutes the single most important concern, even though there

are data to suggest that a great, deal of a student's time is, in fact,

spent_Atith educational supports that are non-human. There can be little

doubt that until educators begin to look more seriously at the issue of

resource-s, only minor progress can be expected.

From all of the data that have been presented thus far, two questions

cimerge as most important. These two que6tions will form the basis for the

analysis that follows--

Jle Why are Vesources so inadequately integrated at all levels of

education?

Why are resources that have a more limited range .of applications used

so much more extensively than those with greater potential?'

aor
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Although answers to the above questions' obviously share,nmy common

points, for purfoses of clarity they will be, treated independently..

Understanding the Inadequate Integration of Resourcms

One of the primary reasons for the inadequate integration of

resources into educational activities is the. lack of vreiaratiop that

educators possess concerning ehe.understaning of, selection of, and use

of resources. Simply stated, teachers and teacher educators do not think

about resources, at least in any systematicway., One reason for this is

that the topic of resources has notrneen in the past, nor is it currently,

part of4Vie .traditional curriculum for clasaroom-oriented educators at any

levet. The focus in nearly all educational training programs has been on

the interaction between student and teacher, TO the extenC this emphasis

has existed, it has probably 'negatively influenced the integration of

resource developme,nt and usage intVtraining curricula. Although this

reason may sound almost too simp-le, it may alse.be one of the most

important reasons why resources are so poorly integrated into educational

endeavors.

Conversations with teachers wilt also provide a picture of whatlaight

be called perceptions of scarcity. Although no one.probably has'a clear

understandinvoCthe level 'of availaWitity of a variety of resources for

educators to use,-it appears as though educators view resources as very

scarce. Availability and accesaibility are .very different concepts, and

probably deserve a higher level of understanding. Regardless, in many

cases where resources are inaecessible, .th'ey_ are probably, viewed as

unavailable. The d iptinction iS important, because to solve the problems

of inaccessibility, it would take very different, and probably less expen-

sive measures, than to solve.the problems of availability. Even. though
1

-there probably is a scarcity of many resources, there certainly are percep-

tions- of scarcity for most resources within the instru ctional rank's.

ginally, to have . a thorough understanding of the inadequate

intestation of repources, one would have to develop an understanding of the

oper'tidnai environment of schools and clas"srooms. Picture an element-ary

classroom wiOr *S, sophisticated control panel for a variety of audio

instructional resources located in the front, along with a master computer

that serves the twelve terminals in the room. Additionally, if there were

.411
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built-in screens, movie projectors, overhead projectors, and VideOtape

equipment, you would have an.. operational environment that begged for the

integration of Tesources. Suppose- further that the principal'agd staff of

the school kept an abyndant flow of software and other materials coming

into the classroom that meahed with the operational environment. A best

guess is that after a period of time, even the most naive teacher would

begin tb,use resources more extensively,. and probably more proficiently.

However, the operatioaal environment described above does not typify'

many classrooms in America,--Anclu-it-should-be-noted-that-the-operational

environment included not. only the resources in the classroom, but the

continual flow.of software and ancillary goods that would encourage their

use./ Finally, this-type-of operational environment would ieclude a subtle

.press to become involved with resources that. certainly does not exist in

many, if any, educational environments.

Rather, both the physical and mental operational environments of most

educAtional settings are.resource meager. This is partially due to the

economic condition of education, and to the lack .of training that leads to

very limited expectations concerning the use of reseurces: By nearly any

analysis, operational environments of educational settings are quite

Standardized, quite structured, with a'consistent and narrowly -defsined set

of expectations .about what.will occur within that environment. In one

sense, this may explain the lack of integration of educational reSources

into instructional settings.

Assuming that the lack of preparation of educators, the perceptions

'of scarity, and the meager operational environments of instructional

settings,help one toVnderstand the reasons for the inadequate integration

of resources, some questions still remain unanswered.

The Reliance on Common Resources

It was pointed out eerlier in this paper that as one goes from Print

resources through the category system to human resources, the range of

applications becomes much. broader. At the same time,- an analysis .of the

literature strongly suggests that while the rahge of applications becOmes

broader, the' actual use becomes much more 'limited. Thus, one must be

concerned about why resources that have a mual broader range of application

are.used mich less frequently. And, why there is.such a heavy reliance on

print, and to some extent non-print resources.
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Cloaely linked to the kriewledge of the operational environment

presented above is the notion .of n tack of "preos" tO use resources in

schools. If any single notion has evolved° concerning the use of resources

in educational settings, it is focui)ed on labor and time saving dimensions

resources, not necessarily on the improvement of the endeavor. One can

expect that the U80 Of "higher order" resources may, in fact, be more

difficult, and require more work on the part of the user. If resoprces are

seen as labor saving devices, Chen one can understand why resources that

are -not labor --saving -devices -are-not -used . -In -conjune tion-with-that -there

appears .tO be little in the organization of s.chools that encourages

teachers and administrators to inv.est more energy in an effort to improve

their activity. Rather, with the tight financial conditions that exist in,

schools A.oday, with the emergence of the teacher organizations to bargain

for better working conditions, and perhaps with,the detachment suggested

by Lortie (1975) in his rectnt sociological an of schools, one can

develop An understanding of the Jack of press

instruction.

for the improvement of

Going a little further, one can then look at the print and non-print 2

resources that are used, and see that in many cases they are, in fact, used

as labor saving devices and as time fillers, 'rather than as aids for the

improvement of instruction,$ Workbooks-, dittos, readers, and other print

materials are frequently used to engage students in activities that will

free the teacher for a variety of tasks, not the least of which is working

with a small group of students- Films, all too frequently, are used for

much the same purpose. It is even possible to have teachers,comment on the
. .

value oG these types of resources, clting their labor saving rat-her than

theiteducational aspects.

Another reason for thb reliance on lower order resources can bke found

in the concevt of accessibility.. Assuming a higher level of availability

than is used, more complex resources certainly require more effort to

access. In other words, it is

commercial puglication than it is

ediiier to duplicate a ditto from, a

to figure.out how to use, a hationally

renowned poet in the classroom. This,

the need for trainiRg. Thus,. many
A

educators because they have not had the

appropriateky.

of course, is directly-related tO

resources are not accessible to

training or experience to use them

A



Obviously, other types of acceibitity,issues are important as well.

F4r example, the film library kept at the central office is ofttimes so

complex to use that it is viewed as inaccessible. If an eduscator must plan

four months in advance and order films to be shown at a specific time? then

it is enti.rely probable that the educator will take the position that the

resources are available but too difficult to access. Regardless, access

related to both knowledge of how to use and to ease of 'obtaining are

problems that most likely relate to the heavy reliance on print and non-

print resources.

Summary

It appears that resources are inadequatety integrated and print and

non-print resources are heavily relied upon for a variety of reasons.

Educators Are not stewed id the: juices of resources and their use. Too

oeten, resources are perceived to be unavail016- Educational

environments are typically not geared up for the integration of resource;,

and there is a lack of press to use sophisticated resources that are likely

to require more effort. Finally, resources are often difficult to access,

either because the educator does not know how, or because the bureaueracy

that allocates resources is overly complex. Whatever the reasons, an

understanding of,them certainly has implications for thefuture.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

If one sets as a goal the improved use of resources fn education, then

/Implications for the future seem almost obvious--we need more research and

we need more training: - Within those two areas, however, the data and

analyses presented in this paper should (Ater more specific direction.

LA the resesrch domain, it seems obvious that we need some baseline

information if we' are .dko move. Ahead intelligently. Thus, a series of

descript.ive studies would be appropriate.- This would allow educators to

better understand which resources are available and which are not; which

resources are used and which.are not;'which resources are,under-used, and

which are usedko the limits of their availability. Further, if the

-baseline data needs were well thought out, at the conclusion of thi:g series

of studies one would be better_ able to paint a picture of the use df

resaIrces in education. It is a picture that sorely needs to be painted.

Beyond that, there are othet areas that could profit from research on

resources. The data presented in this paper suggest a need for interactive

research. Question's such as which material's work better with, which

children under what circumstance need to be explored. Additionally, data
G

were presented which suggest that,,teachers have different perionality

-characteristics that may interact with materials in such a way that the

teacher and teaching style should be used in selecting materials. It is

important to understand that there are a host of variables, children,

task to be accomplished, instructional setting, teacher style a d others,

that need to be considered, and that would profit from an interactive

research approach.

Finally, there is probably sufficient knowledge about certain types

of resourceS, particularly print and non-print, materials, to suggest

that the field could profit from, experimental studies.. Although,

logically, experimental studies would be,considered toward fhe.end.of the

range that is being suggested, the field .of education is, not, so

parsimoniously simple. Thqp, the koblems of how we could improve on

present.practice can certainly be profitably explored with our present

state oficnowledge.

In thf training area, we need progrmns that' would help editors

develnp a-better understandlng qf resources and their best possible uses.

0
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Specifically, one could advocate developing programs that would help

educators select, match mat.erials with students and task's, implement and

use materials appropriately, and finally evaluate them and their effect on

student learning. Although the jury is still out on some dimensions.of all.

of 'these areas, it hos become clear to this writer that a great'dealonore
.,

is known than is currently being used. All of these "known areas"

)
ould bd

used in the development, of training programs for( educational-
.

,

Hopefullyr spinoff effects would occur as 'well. For example, Jae
A-

educators become better versed in the nature and usesAof resources, it is

entirely possible that it would beeome evident that the appropriate use of

resources could and should lead to freedorp for 'more, not less, personal

practitioners.

contact in their endeavor.. Although Some resources may be more difficult

to plan for and use, a general rule of thumb would probably suggest that if ,

resourees were intefligently'lised, teachers at all levels, could spend. mote

time with student,s 'And interact yl-th---th.em on a more personal level. The

need for this activity is apprent.at all levels of education, and is

frequently cited as a reason for not becoming more 'involved- with complex

resources.

Certainly, there .are other implications for the improvement of the

use of resources in .eduention. One could develop positions in the area of

cost effectiveness, cost benefit, increased efficacy, and providing

education with the capability to go further in complex content areas.

None of these positions will be developed here. Suffice it to note that

the entire concept of the use of resources in education is, in a senge, a

sleepicig giant waiting to be awakened. The biggest single problem that ir'

faced focuses on how one taps a giant an the shOulder.
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